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Chapter 1: The Bully
A showoff bully named Evan entered a contest using hoverboards in
2030. First he hovered 10 feet above everyone else on the ground, and then he
went 13 feet forward. After he did that he asked everyone else (about 554
people):
“Can you do better than that?” Everyone said “No,” except a boy named Dawn.
Dawn then hovered right to where Evan was and went 1 foot higher than Evan
and Dawn disappeared. He reappeared in a place that he later learned was
named War Dawn.

Chapter 2: Teleportation
Evan was amazed that Dawn actually stood up to him. He told the whole
crowd, “Hah! I can do better than that.” Then he tried to go up 2 feet, but right
when he went up 1 foot, he got sucked into War Dawn. In War Dawn, Evan saw
Dawn going to a huge palace called “Dawn.”

Chapter 3: A New King
Dawn saw a huge palace that had huge letters that named it “Dawn.” He
immediately went there and didn’t notice Evan, the showoff bully, appear. In
“Dawn” Dawn went to sit on a throne next to some stone statues. When he sat on
the throne, the stone statues came alive and said, “A new king!” Dawn asked,
“Who’s the new king?” The stone statues said, “Why you, my lord.” Dawn said,
“What? I’m only 9 years old, how can I be a king?” This time the statues stayed
quiet, and then said, “Let the oldest king of all tell you.”
Dawn was confused for a moment and then a deep voice spoke, “The only
time that the statues come alive is when the rightful king of this world has sat
upon the throne.” Dawn immediately responded, “I’m only 9. How can I rule a
country? Aren’t there age limits to be king here?” The deep voice again
responded, “Age matters not here... All that matters is rightfulness, and also the
palace name will change to the right king’s name. So now that the palace is
named “Dawn” you are the rightful king, Dawn.”

Chapter 4: War Dawn
“Thank you,” said Dawn. “Also, can you come back to Earth with me?”
“Yes,” said the old voice, “but only me. Oh, and my name is Narsonus, but you

can call me Narson.” Dawn said, “”Nah, I’ll call you Narsonus, and can we go
back to Earth now, so I can take care of a bully problem?” Narson said, “Yes, but
first you must say the ancient words to make the country awake.”
Dawn said the ancient words and the whole country of War Dawn arose. The sun
came up. A very young sun, much younger than ours, only a few seconds old.
Narsonus said, “The country of War Dawn now is yours, Dawn. Here’s your
crown.” The crown was made of gold, rubies, diamonds, and emeralds.
Dawn and Narsonus went to Earth, and Evan immediately got sucked
back to Earth, too. (Whenever the King or Queen of War Dawn went to Earth,
every person from Earth also got sucked back to Earth with them.)

Chapter 5: Earth Again
Evan reappeared first. He was at the exact same spot where he had
gotten teleported to War Dawn. Dawn appeared in a royal robe and a crown (he
had changed into the robe on the way to Earth). Everybody from the hoverboard
contest was still there, looking around until Evan and Dawn appeared.

Everybody asked Dawn where he had gotten the royal robe, but then a
lion roared from where Dawn had appeared. Everybody retreated except Dawn.
“You alright Narsonus?” Narsonus said, “Yes.” Then they went to Evan’s house.
(Evan had run to his house when Narson roared!)

Chapter 6: Preparations for War
When Dawn and Narsonus got to Evan’s house, he was eating cake on
his lawn. (It was his birthday.) “Perfect,” thought Dawn. “Hey Evan, since you’re
the bully around here, and I’m the bravest, how about we have a war in War
Dawn, the place you were sucked into. I’ll have the might of War Dawn on my
side, and you’ll have your birthday.” Evan said, “Hey, that’s not fair. I don’t have
anything to fight with.”
“Oh yes you do,” said Dawn. “I’ll make a new rule that on your birthday
you can get anything you want. Actually, I'll make it now. Narson, I want to make
a new rule that states that whenever it’s your birthday you can do anything
except destroy things.”
“Done,” said Narson. “Then let the war begin,” said Dawn, “Oh, and bring
all of the kids and some filming equipment.” Narson roared and all of that
happened. In War Dawn, Narson roared again and a onesixth of War Dawn
turned into a battle ground. The battle began.

Chapter 7: The War
In War Dawn the war began after all of the filming equipment was set up.
Dawn had gotten everybody in War Dawn to stop celebrating and join him in war.
Evan put his mind to work wishing for everything he might need in a battle.
Soon there was a military base around him, including people to run everything,
and security personnel. Evan didn’t know was that he had left one tiny part of the
base undefended. Then, Evan heard the rules: Nobody could kill the other
person and all you had to do to win was to capture a flag from within your
opponent's base and get back to your own side without anything except the flag.
Also, you could not hurt the other person except with a sword presented to you
by teleportation. Then a sword and shield appeared at each of the boys’ feet and
the war began.

Chapter 8, Part 1: Dawn’s War
Dawn immediately asked Narson for a word that would construct the best
base of all time. Narson said to say “
Avalancheionsa”. 
Dawn said
“
Avalancheionsa”
and 307 bases combined into one came out of the ground.
Then Dawn teleported everyone except one stone statue to Evan’s base. They
worked their way around the base 37 times until they found a secret undefended
entrance Evan didn't know he had made. They got into the gates and got to the
main part of the base and opened the chest Evan had put in there to house the
little flag. Dawn tried to teleport out, but Evan had built the base so that the only
way you could get out was by walking out the way you came in.

Chapter 8, Part 2: Evan’s War
Right after Dawn got into Evan’s base, Evan got to Dawn’s base in a jet.
He turned the jet into a tracking device that tracked Dawn’s flag then it teleported
him to right outside Dawn’s base. Evan made a shovel appear and start digging.
The shovel dug until it banged against the hardest material in War Dawn,
Authanium.
Evan wished for something that could destroy Authanium. Immediately, a
piece of paper appeared. He put it against the Authanium and it broke. Then, he
got the flag, a diamond, an emerald, and a golden staff.

Chapter 8, Part 3: Racing Home
Evan and Dawn met each other exactly when Dawn got out of Evan’s
base. Evan almost got back inside before Dawn put a barrier around Evan’s
base. Dawn told Evan, “If I win, you stop being a bully. If you win, I never come
back to War Dawn.”
All the people from War Dawn said not to do that, but Dawn insisted. The
people finally gave in. Dawn went to his base and put one foot inside it, and Evan
did the same. Dawn put pressure plates where their feet would be. The boy who
stepped on the right pressure plate first would win. Then, Dawn said, “Go!” When
they looked at the results, Dawn had won. Never again would Evan be a bully.

Chapter 9: Earth Again
After Dawn had won, all of the people in War Dawn started celebrating
again. Dawn, Evan, and all of Dawn’s friends went back to Earth along with the
filming equipment. Once everybody was back on Earth, they went to Dawn’s
house to celebrate that Evan not being a bully any more.
After the celebration, Dawn said, “I will be in War Dawn for the next 70
years. When I return, I will be at 93 years old.” One of the people in the crowd
said, “But, you’re only 9. If you stay in War Dawn for 70 years you’d only be 79
years old.” Dawn replied, “Time works differently in War Dawn Every 10 years
you stay in War Dawn you get 2 years older.”
THE END

